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Unofficial recession, vulnerable housing, wobbling governments, destroyed wealth, summer rebound
It's official. We are in a technical recession. No, not an official recession. That'll be announced later. Although
so far Canada is holding better. But Canada's housing market looks very vulnerable. See chart on real home
prices vs. real disposable income. Governments are wobbling (Italy, Argentina, more) and the EU energy crisis
continues as all jockey for position. Threats are again surfacing over Taiwan. A war in Taiwan would be
devastating for the global economy. We explain why.
$35 trillion. Yes, $35 trillion that is what has been estimated of global wealth destroyed in the first six months.
Trouble is, a study shows that markets are still overvalued by almost another $35 trillion. But first the summer
rally. We'd love to call it a sucker's rally but that's impolite. A summer rally to ease things appears to be
underway. After another 75 bp rate hike (expected) and a second quarter of GDP decline the market is rallying
on the expectation that the Fed might soon have to cut rates instead. Wishful thinking?
Even gold caught a bid this past week and has cleared its first hurdle. The S&P 500 broke out and appears to be
headed higher. Oil prices rebounded and the energy stocks had a strong week helping to lead the markets
higher. For example, the Canadian Conservative Growth Strategy*, now once again fully invested, holds
Imperial Oil Ltd., a Canadian-based integrated oil company that pays dividends and that reported increased
quarterly net income and quarterly cash flow driven by improved operating performance and strong market
conditions. We admit we've been looking for this rebound. The question is how high will it get. Many will soon
be calling it a new bull market. Stay tuned. Our markets and trends chart is at the very end. A lot less red this
week. Some short trends have turned up. But the intermediate trends remain down.
It's the long August weekend in Ontario and Canadian markets are closed Monday. The weather is great. Have
a great week!
DC
* Reference to the Canadian Conservative Growth Strategy and its investments is added by Margaret Samuel,
President, CEO and Portfolio Manager of Enriched Investing Incorporated, who can be reached at 416-2033028 or msamuel@enrichedinvesting.com
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“The economic repercussions of a stock market crash depend less on the severity of the crash itself than on
the response of economic policymakers, particularly central bankers.”
—Ben Bernanke, American economist, 14th Chair of the Federal Reserve 2006–2014, distinguished fellow
Brookings Institute, 23rd Chair of Council of Economic Advisors 2005–2006; b. 1953
“Some calamities—the 1929 stock market crash, Pearl Harbor, 9/11—have come like summer lightning, as
bolts from the blue. The looming crisis of America's Ponzi entitlement structure is different. Driven by the
demographics of an aging population, its causes, timing and scope are known.”
—George Will, American libertarian-conservative, political commentator, author, writer for The
Washington Post, commentator NBC, MSNBC, Pulitzer Prize 1977; b. 1941
“My father was a very successful businessman, but he was ruined in the stock market crash. A big
stockbroker jumped out the window and fell on his pushcart.”
—Jackie Mason, American stand-up comedian, film and TV actor, One-man show The World According to
Me! Won special Tony Award, Emmy Award, known to be politically incorrect; 1928–2021
Recession, or no recession, that is the question. On July 27, 2022 the Bureau of Economic Analysis reported
that the U.S. economy shrank 0.9% in Q2. This is the first estimate. This followed a 1.6% contraction in Q1.
Technically the U.S. has entered a recession, although you’d never know it with employment continuing to be
high with still lots of job openings, unemployment low, and consumer spending slowing but still robust.
Employment is a lagging indicator.
Fed Chair Jerome Powell’s response was he did not believe the U.S. was in recession. President Joe Biden also
did not acknowledge that the U.S. could be in a recession. That’s understandable as it would not be politic for
either one of them to say that until an official agency has declared a recession.
The National Bureau of Economic Research (NBER) has not weighed in declaring a recession, nor has the
Bureau of Economic Analysis. Powell also said inflation was transitory when the first high inflation numbers
came out. So, it’s no surprise that he would not yet declare a recession when the official agencies have not yet
confirmed it. But from our standpoint, the Greater Recession—and some say it will become the Greater
Depression (Nouriel Roubini aka Dr. Gloom)—is now underway. On a year-over-year basis, the U.S. economy is
still growing with Q2 GDP up a small 1.6%, down from 3.5% reported in Q1.
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So far, this is a technical recession. The Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA) defines a recession as "a significant
decline in economic activity over more than a few months, which is assessed using several indicators, including
the labor market, consumer and business spending, industrial production, and incomes." So, with two
consecutive quarters of negative growth, this is a technical recession, not an official one.
Inflation, however, was last reported at 9.1% and the personal consumption expenditures (PCE) price index
came in at 6.8%. Average hourly earnings, on the other hand, are up only 5.2% over the past year. But the fact
that wages are trying to catch up keeps pressure on the inflation rate. What all this tells us is that we have a
slowing economy and high inflation. That equals—stagflation. The last time we saw stagflation, the stock
market did nothing for 16 years, falling 46% at one point from January 1973 to its low in December 1974. From
1966 to 1982, the Dow Jones Industrial (DJI) was down 21% but on an inflation-adjusted basis it fell 73%. Gold,
meanwhile, soared over 2,300% at one point, although during the same time frame as the DJI it soared 800%
or 200% when adjusted for inflation.
Real GDP, CPI, PCE Price Index – 1959–2022

Source: www.stlouisfed.org

It was no surprise that the Fed raised the key rate 75 bp. That was widely expected. And it is no surprise that
the Fed continues to hint at a 50 bp hike in September and 25 bp in November and December. They want to
bring down the rate of inflation. Hiking interest rates is a blunt instrument. The Fed acknowledges it could
cause a slowdown. They will get their slowdown but it may turn out to be steeper than they would like. GDP
growth is now below the rate of inflation, as the chart above shows. Note the last time that happened we had
the 2008 financial crisis. To a much lesser extent, the same relationship was prevalent during the pandemic
crash and recession. The same relationship existed throughout the 1970s and into the 1980s before GDP
growth once again exceeded the inflation rates. So, will it be a soft landing or hard landing? The former is what
everyone wants. The latter is what’ll they’ll probably get.
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Debt is huge problem, not only in the U.S. but in Canada and the rest of the world as well. Hike interest rates
and somebody is going to fall because they are over-leveraged. A 1% hike in U.S. interest rates translates into
an additional $300 billion in interest charges to the U.S. federal debt, currently at $30.6 trillion. By the time
they reach their goal of 3.5% Fed rate they will have hiked rates 3.25%. That in theory could translate into an
additional $975 billion annually in interest the U.S. government has to pay. But it also impacts corporations
and households. Multiply that around the world—in Canada, the EU, etc.—and the costs of hiking are
enormous. And if the economy tanks, will they go back to slashing rates and pumping billions (trillions?) in QE
into the economy to prevent it from collapsing? That has been the formula since the stock market crash of
1987. That and billions (trillions?) in debt drawn down by corporations and households because of ultra-low
interest rates.
The question is, as always, who is going to fail? Sri Lanka defaulting is one thing. But pressures in the EU, along
with the ongoing sanctions war with Russia and now even gas rationing in the EU, are putting pressure on
individual countries’ debt. What about an EU debt crisis involving Italy? The previous EU debt crisis was largely
confined to the PIGS (Portugal, Ireland, Greece, and Spain), but Italy’s economy is about the same size as the
PIGS combined. Italy’s government debt is currently higher than the PIGS combined. Italy is rated BBB, the
lowest investment grade rating. Portugal is also rated BBB. Spain and Ireland are both rated A while Greece is
rated BB. For the record, the U.S. is rated AA and Canada is rated AAA, one of the few remaining countries
holding a coveted triple A credit rating.
Mario Draghi, a key figure in the Italian government has resigned, putting the entire Italian government on
edge and bringing into question Italy’s huge debt. Argentina’s government has effectively collapsed, putting
Argentina on the verge of economic collapse once again. The Iraq government is under siege. Others are
wobbling. We noted Sri Lanka. Add in Lebanon, Suriname, Zambia—all of which are in default and others
potentially on the verge of default like Pakistan. Russia is in default but that was artificially caused by the U.S.
refusing to allow Russia to make its payments so as to put them in default. Belarus is on the verge of default
and Ukraine, war or no war, was already in economic and debt trouble. As well, Ukraine ranks amongst the
most corrupt nations in the world (yes, Russia ranks even lower).
However, we continue to be more concerned about corporate and household debt as opposed to government
debt. Governments can inflate (monetize) their way out of the debt problem. Bailouts will come from the IMF
or even China. All U.S. debt has increased over 80% since the financial crisis of 2008, up an incredible $41.1
trillion. Of that, federal debt rose 194% or $20.2 trillion, corporate debt was up $13.5 trillion or 65%, while
household debt increased $6.4 trillion or 37%.
Stock markets have already failed. The number? $35 trillion. That was what was quoted recently in Bloomberg
(www.bloomberg.com), representing the amount of global wealth destroyed in the first six months of 2022.
The number includes both stocks and bonds. But the trouble is, the stock market still remains too high
according to the infamous Buffett Indicator (named after Warren Buffett). Our chart on page 5 shows the
Buffett Indicator, along with a chart of U.S. stock market capitalization to GDP. Based on a long-term
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exponential trendline, the stock market has considerably further to fall to return to the mean. The July 1, 2022
ratio for the Buffett Indicator was 169% of GDP. The exponential trendline is at 127% of GDP. They don’t just

return to the mean, they go under for a period to re-balance. One estimate we saw was that global wealth
could fall another $35 trillion to bring things back to the long-term mean.
The same thing is going to happen in the housing market. Canada’s household debt to income is, by some
standards, an “accident waiting to happen.” According to Trading Economics (www.tradingeconomics.com),
Canada’s household debt to income at 180% is the fourth highest in the world, just behind Norway, Denmark,
and the Netherlands. Household debt to GDP is also the fourth highest at 106%, just behind Switzerland,
Australia, and South Korea. The Royal Bank of Canada (RBC) expects Canada’s average home prices to fall
roughly 12% into 2023. RBC says it is the steepest decline in the last five downturns. Except from what we’ve
seen, housing prices are already down about that much and we are just getting started. The chart below
suggests that home prices vs. real disposable income are so far out of line that a decline in housing prices of
12% may be just be a starting point, not the end point. As the chart shows, the situation in the U.S. is not as
bad but they too could see a decline in house prices.

Source: www.dallasfed.org, www.payments.corpay.com

Consumer confidence, as measured by the Michigan Consumer Sentiment Index, is already at its lowest point
since 1950. And we are only starting to show signs that we may be in a recession. Canada has a way to go
before hitting the depths it saw during the March 2020 pandemic panic. Surprisingly, real consumer spending
in Q2 was up 1%. However, it was below the 1.8% in Q1. Retail sales and personal spending continue to be
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somewhat robust but are falling. The question is, how much is fading from discretionary spending as opposed
to necessary spending—i.e., food and energy? When Walmart falters, as was reported this past week,

everyone should be concerned. Discretionary spending is falling. But purchase of necessities, such as food and
energy, continues.
Michigan Consumer Sentiment Index 1950–2022

Source: www.tradingeconomics.com, www.umich.edu
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Source: www.davidstockmancontracorner.com, www.stlouisfed.org, www.globalfinancialdata.com

The growth in debt has been phenomenal, especially since the financial crisis of 2008 and what was termed
the Great Recession. As the chart below shows, all U.S. debt to Real GDP was 211% in 2000, rose to 357%
during the 2008 financial crisis, and now sits at 456%. And that’s down from the pre-March 2020 pandemic
panic when it hit its all-time high of 467%. Can it go higher? It is possible but odds are against it. Not when
everything is overvalued. A reckoning of considerable proportions is on its way. Oh yes, for the record, the
same ratio was 18% back in 1950. Even since 1990 the ratio has gone up over 200%.
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U.S. All Debt as a % of Real GDP 2000–2022

Source: www.stlouisfed.org

One final item that needs to be pointed out: China’s holdings of U.S. treasuries are slowly being wound down.
Or, so it appears. According to the May data (latest available) of the U.S. Treasury (home.treasury.gov), China’s
holdings of U.S. treasuries have fallen almost $100 billion in the past year. As a result, China is under $1 trillion
for the first time in years. Japan is now the largest holder of U.S. treasuries with $1.2 trillion. In the past year
alone, foreign holdings of U.S. treasuries are actually up $277 billion. The holdings of the United Kingdom
(U.K.), represented by the Bank of England (BOE), are up $166 billion. Others, including the central bank of
Switzerland and holdings in the Cayman Islands, have also increased.
The inevitable question is, why? Does China want to dump its holdings so they have less reliance on U.S.
treasury issues as part of their reserves? Do they want to wean themselves off the U.S. dollar? After all, China
has seen what happened to Russia when the U.S. placed sanctions on them to freeze assets. And if they are, at
least, just allowing the bonds to run off rather than actually selling them, where are they placing the funds? In
other foreign currency bonds? In gold?
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Jim Rickards (economist, investment banker, author Currency Wars) believes that China is facing a liquidity
crisis. There have been runs on banks, particularly in the central province of Henan where thousands of
investors lost everything. Unrest followed, resulting in violence. Social unrest is not something China can
tolerate. So, it’s possible they need the funds to calm the markets and prevent a bigger crisis from breaking
out. Apparently, there is also fraud involved. But the run has made many other banks shaky and is negatively
impacting China’s bubble property market.

Source: www.5minforecast.com, www.home.treasury.gov, www.stlouisfed.org

All of this is coming against the backdrop of China ramping up tensions with the U.S. with regard to Taiwan
concerning a proposed visit to the island by U.S. House Speaker Nancy Pelosi. China has warned the U.S. not to
“play with fire.” An opening of a second front in Taiwan would put the entire world on edge for World War III.
Any war involving Taiwan, China, and the U.S. would be devastating for the world economy because of
Taiwan’s world-leading position as a producer of semiconductors. “Taiwan Semiconductor Manufacturing Co.
makes 92% of the advanced semiconductors necessary for every smartphone, laptop, and ballistic missile in
the world” (Niall Ferguson – The Four Mysteries of Pelosi’s Troublesome Taiwan Trip, Bloomberg – July 29,
2022). It is estimated that overall Taiwan is 66% of the global chip market. In addition, key global shipping
lanes would be shut down. Simply put, war with Taiwan would devastate the global economy.
All this is against the backdrop of the BRICS countries—Brazil, Russia, India, China, South Africa—working on
not only an alternative global payments system to counter the U.S.-controlled SWIFT, but alternatives as well
to U.S.-controlled organizations such as the World Bank and the International Monetary Fund (IMF). In
particular, there is a move afoot with the BRICS to create a new reserve currency to challenge the global
hegemony of the U.S. dollar as the world’s reserve currency. The new currency would be backed by gold.
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More recently, the IMF has increased the Chinese yuan’s position in Special Drawing Rights (SDRs), reflecting
the rise of the yuan as a global currency. The current SDR basket is made up of 43.4% U.S. dollar, 29.3%-euro,
12.3% Chinese yuan, 7.6% Japanese yen, and 7.4% British pound sterling.
All signs are pointing to a recession, whether one wishes to call it technical or not. Yield spreads continue to
narrow and our closely watched 2–10 spread remains in negative territory. Another closely watched yield
spread, the 3-month – 30 year has narrowed but has not yet gone negative. Currently, the spread sits around
positive 59 bp but has been falling rapidly. As we have noted, the question is not whether we are going into a
recession, but how deep will it go? And are the central banks of the world out of bullets to deal with another
downturn and potential stock market crash? The world is buried in debt. If banks fail again, there won’t be
bail-outs—there will be bail-ins. We could be on the cusp of a Great Reckoning.
30 Year Treasury Bond minus 3-Month T-Bill (blue)
10 Year Treasury Note minus 2-Year Treasury Note (red)
1976-2022

Source: www.stlouisfed.org
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Source: www.stockcharts.com

We’ve had six months of a bear market, but July did bring some relief. The S&P 500 gained 9.1%, the best gain
so far in 2022 and the best since 2020. Other indices also put in stellar months. It was also a stellar week with
the S&P 500 up 4.3%, the Dow Jones Industrials (DJI) up 3%, the Dow Jones Transportations (DJT) gaining 5.8%,
and the NASDAQ, led by Amazon gaining 4.7%. In Canada, the TSX Composite was up 3.7% while the TSX
Venture Exchange (CDNX) gained 6.3%. Small caps also advanced with the S&P 600 up 4.6%. Globally, the MSCI
World Index was up 1.9%. In the EU, the London FTSE gained 2.0%, the Paris CAC 40 +3.7%, and the German
DAX +1.7%. But Asia didn’t fare as well with China’s Shanghai Index (SSEC) down 0.5% and the Tokyo Nikkei
Dow (TKN) off 0.4%.
The S&P 500 appears to have formed a huge descending wedge triangle. It broke above the triangle about two
weeks ago and now it is breaking out above another down trendline. Potential targets as a minimum appear to
be the 200-day MA, currently at 4,346 or the top downtrend line closer to 4,400. There appears to be more
upside to this rally. The question is, will it be short-lived? Usually, a bear market rally sees investor confidence
soar once again, believing that the bear is over and a new bull is underway. But, as we have pointed out, the
recent low at 3,636 was merely the A wave down. Now comes the B wave, to be followed by a C wave to the
downside. It's the C wave down that could carry the S&P 500 and other stock markets down 50% or more from
the November 2021/January 2022 highs. That’s why it will be important as to where this wave ends. It could
even break that up downtrend line and head for new highs. That cannot be ruled out. But that would really get
the bulls going that the bear is over. It’s not. It’s just pausing. Bear market rallies are sometimes called sucker
rallies.
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Source: www.stockcharts.com

Weakening U.S. economic data has helped push the US$ Index down from its highs. However, the uptrend
remains intact at least until it breaks under 104.75 which is near the 50-day MA. A lower U.S. dollar also helps
gold. This past week the US$ Index fell 0.8%. That means other currencies rose against the U.S. dollar. The euro
was up a paltry 0.1%, the Swiss franc up 1.1%, the pound sterling up 1.6%, and the Japanese yen gained 2.1%.
The Canadian dollar was also up, helped by higher oil prices gaining 0.9%. As long as the US$ Index can hold
that uptrend line, the trend remains strong to the upside. Breaking it doesn’t end the US$ Index but it suggests
that a more substantial corrective period could get underway. We wouldn’t consider the US$ Index entering a
bear market until we at least break under 99. Still, we appear to have completed five waves up and we have
been on the rise since the lows of 2021 near 89.50. Above 107 the US$ Index is very much alive and could even
head for new highs.
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Source: www.stockcharts.com

Unlike the stock market, gold had a lousy month, losing 1.4%. Silver was down 0.8%, while the gold stocks,
represented by the Gold Bugs Index (HUI), lost 6.1% and the TSX Gold Index (TGD) was down 9.0%. So, this past
week brought some relief with gold rebounding up 3.2%, silver having a good week, up 8.5%, and platinum
gaining 2.6%. Even the near precious metals were up with palladium gaining 5.5% and copper up 6.7%. The
gold stocks, however, were mixed with the HUI up 3% but the TGD losing 0.3%. Gold remains mired in a large
down channel and doesn’t appear to firmly break out until it is over $1,820. But, even then, further resistance
would be seen above to at least $1,880. The ability after that to establish itself above $1,900 would be crucial.
One good thing is we took out first resistance at $1,740 and now that becomes support. Gold, so far at least,
has held above crucial support near $1,675. With the low at $1,678 it came very close to the March 2021 low
of $1,673 and the August 2021 low of $1,675. Triple bottoms are rare. We won’t rest until we start making
new highs above $2,100. The next area of resistance ranges from $1,785 to $1,810. We are currently operating
on buy signals, although not all trends have turned higher—yet.
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Source: www.cotpricecharts.com

The gold commercial COT (bullion banks and companies) slipped slightly this past week to 36% from 37%.
Longs lost about 10,000 contracts but shorts also fell down roughly 14,000 contracts. The large speculators
COT (hedge funds, managed futures, etc.) was steady at 62%. Total open interest fell about 37,000 contracts,
suggesting to us that this week’s action was all about short covering. Still, it’s the most bullish COT we’ve seen
in five years.
The silver commercial COT was actually up to 49% from 47%. Long open interest rose almost 4,000 contracts
while short open interest fell about 2,000 contracts. Open interest did rise over 2,000 contracts. The large
speculators COT fell further to 48% from 51%. That tells us that the large speculators are still getting short. The
silver COT is still suggesting that we could be on the cusp of a good rise in silver prices.
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Source: www.stockcharts.com

We wanted to show the silver chart (up 8.5% this past week) as silver appears to be breaking out of large
descending wedge triangle. If that’s correct, then potential targets could be up to at $24.40. Over $24.50 silver
could rise towards $27. Breaking the potential wedge triangle tells us that silver could embark on a decent run
here. The question is, how will it go? Support is now down to $18.50, although we’d prefer it remains above
$19.50 on any pullback. There is some resistance around $20.60, but above that level the next resistance could
be $22 to $23.
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Source: www.stockcharts.com

With OPEC holding the lid on hiking production and oil companies reporting bumper profits Q2, oil and the oil
stocks enjoyed a solid up week. Oil gained 4.1% and natural gas (NG) was up 0.4% with the on-again off-again
situation regarding rationing or cut-offs in the EU. But that was North American natural gas. EU natural gas
leaped 19% to its highest levels since March 2022. WTI oil is continuing what appears to be either just a
correction or we’ve actually made an important top and we could fall if we were to break down under $90. The
fall could be down to around $65 but we’d have further support at $85. Only above $110 do we stand a chance
of going higher. We have to regain above $121 to suggest to us that new highs lie ahead. But right now, the
focus is on the downside, despite the positive week for oil and gas. The energy stocks had a banner week with
the ARCA Oil & Gas Index (XOI) up 9.7% and the TSX Energy Index (TEN) up 11.3%. That has encouraged the
bulls, but until we take out the points we noted, the focus should remain on a downside break.

Copyright David Chapman, 2022
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Markets & Trends
% Gains (Losses)

Trends

Close
Dec 31/21

Close
Jul 29/22

Week

YTD

Daily (Short
Term)

Weekly
(Intermediate)

Monthly
(Long Term)

`S&P 500
Dow Jones Industrials

4,766.18
36,333.30

4,130.29
32,845.13

4.3%
3.0%

(13.4)%
(9.6)%

up
up

down
down

up (weak)
up (weak)

Dow Jones Transports
NASDAQ
S&P/TSX Composite

16,478.26
15,644.97
21,222.84

14,609.00
12,390.69
19,692.92

5.8%
4.7%
3.7%

(11.3)%
(20.8)%
(7.2)%

up
up
up (weak)

down
down
down

up (weak)
neutral
up (weak)

Stock Market Indices

S&P/TSX Venture (CDNX)

939.18

646.04

6.3%

(31.2)%

neutral

down

down (weak)

S&P 600

1,401.71

1,239.96

4.6%

(11.5)%

up

down

up (weak)

MSCI World Index
NYSE Bitcoin Index

2,354.17
47,907.71

1,952.52
24,158.59

1.9%
2.6%

(17.9)%
(49.6)%

up (weak)
neutral

down
down

down (weak)
neutral

Gold Bugs Index (HUI)
TSX Gold Index (TGD)

258.87
292.16

207.34 (new lows)
238.53 (new lows)

3.0%
0.3%

(19.9)%
(18.4)%

down
down

down
down

down
down

Fixed Income Yields/Spreads
U.S. 10-Year Treasury Bond yield
Cdn. 10-Year Bond CGB yield

1.52%
1.43%

2.66
2.61

(3.3)%
(8.1)%

75.0%
82.5%

U.S. 2-year 10-year Treasury spread

0.79%

(0.23)% (new lows)

(4.6)%

(129.1)%

Cdn 2-year 10-year CGB spread

0.48%

(0.35)% (new lows)

(45.8)%

(172.9)%

US$ Index
Canadian $
Euro
Swiss Franc
British Pound

95.59
.7905
113.74
109.77
135.45

105.78
0.7804
102.25
105.11
121.83

(0.8)%
0.9%
0.1%
1.1%
1.6%

10.7%
(1.3)%
(10.1)%
(4.3)%
(10.1)%

up (weak)
up (weak)
down
up
neutral

up
down
down
down (weak)
down

up
neutral
down
down (weak)
down

Japanese Yen

86.85

75.04

2.1%

(13.6)%

up

down

down

1,828.60
23.35
966.20

1,781.80
20.20
889.80

3.2%
8.5%
2.6%

(2.6)%
(13.5)%
(7.9)%

neutral
neutral
neutral

down
down
down

neutral
down
down

1,912.10
4.46

2,129.70
3.57

5.5%
6.7%

11.4%
(20.0)%

up
down (weak)

neutral
down

neutral
neutral

75.21
3.73

98.62
8.23

4.1%
0.4%

31.3%
120.6%

down
up

neutral
up

up
up

Gold Mining Stock Indices

Recession Watch Spreads

Currencies

Precious Metals
Gold
Silver
Platinum
Base Metals
Palladium
Copper
Energy
WTI Oil
Nat Gas

Source: www.stockcharts.com
Note: For an explanation of the trends, see the glossary at the end of this article.
New highs/lows refer to new 52-week highs/lows and, in some cases, all-time highs.
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Disclaimer

GLOSSARY
Trends
Daily – Short-term trend (For swing traders)
Weekly – Intermediate-term trend (For longterm trend followers)
Monthly – Long-term secular trend (For longterm trend followers)
Up – The trend is up.
Down – The trend is down
Neutral – Indicators are mostly neutral. A trend
change might be in the offing.
Weak – The trend is still up or down but it is
weakening. It is also a sign that the trend might
change.
Topping – Indicators are suggesting that while
the trend remains up there are considerable
signs that suggest that the market is topping.
Bottoming – Indicators are suggesting that
while the trend is down there are considerable
signs that suggest that the market is bottoming.

David Chapman is not a registered advisory service and is
not an exempt market dealer (EMD) nor a licensed
financial advisor. He does not and cannot give
individualised market advice. David Chapman has
worked in the financial industry for over 40 years
including large financial corporations, banks, and
investment dealers. The information in this newsletter is
intended only for informational and educational
purposes. It should not be construed as an offer, a
solicitation of an offer or sale of any security. Every
effort is made to provide accurate and complete
information. However, we cannot guarantee that there
will be no errors. We make no claims, promises or
guarantees about the accuracy, completeness, or
adequacy of the contents of this commentary and
expressly disclaim liability for errors and omissions in the
contents of this commentary. David Chapman will
always use his best efforts to ensure the accuracy and
timeliness of all information. The reader assumes all risk
when trading in securities and David Chapman advises
consulting a licensed professional financial advisor or
portfolio manager such as Enriched Investing
Incorporated before proceeding with any trade or idea
presented in this newsletter. David Chapman may own
shares in companies mentioned in this newsletter.
Before making an investment, prospective investors
should review each security’s offering documents which
summarize the objectives, fees, expenses and associated
risks. David Chapman shares his ideas and opinions for
informational and educational purposes only and expects
the reader to perform due diligence before considering a
position in any security. That includes consulting with
your own licensed professional financial advisor such as
Enriched Investing Incorporated. Performance is not
guaranteed, values change frequently, and past
performance may not be repeated.
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